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Study: Road rage incidents on rise
HOSTILE DRIVERS » Most common behaviors in
county include aggressive lane-changing, tailgating
By PAUL PAYNE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

When it comes to aggressive
driving in Sonoma County, the
sign of the times may just be the
middle finger.
A recent nationwide study on
bad driving behavior suggests
nearly 80 percent of drivers

showed some form of hostility
over the past year, including
honking at another driver to
show annoyance, deliberately
tailgating them or getting out at
a stoplight to confront them.
Researchers from the AAA
Foundation for Traffic Safety
said such incidents are becoming more common as relatively

cheap gas puts more people on
the road, adding to congestion
and fueling tempers.
That’s a problem because
two-thirds of all fatal crashes
involve some type of aggressive
driving behavior, according to
the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration.
“Cheaper gas prices are motivating people to drive more,”
said AAA Foundation spokesman Michael Green. “With
more people on the road, there’s

an increased level of traffic and
more opportunities for people to
get mad at each other.”
The just-released study was
conducted in 2014. It did not offer specific numbers on Sonoma
County or the Bay Area.
The
foundation
polled
2,700 motorists across the country, asking them if they engaged
in any of eight specified behaviors, including two defined as
road rage.
More than three out of four

SYSTEM IN CRISIS » WEAR AND TEAR SHOWING

How will state’s
parks be preserved?

responded “yes” to one or more
behaviors. The most common
was tailgating, done by about
half the respondents, followed
by yelling, honking and gesturing. Blocking other drivers from
changing lanes and cutting
people off were also popular. A
smaller group admitted deliberately bumping or ramming
another car to show displeasure.
Male drivers were more likely
TURN TO RAGE » PAGE A9

Since gay
shift, Boy
Scouts
rebound
A year after group eased
ban on gay leaders, most
who left are returning
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CONSIDERING ACCESS FEES: State parks officials are proposing to charge new fees for visitor parking at eight popular locations including Bodega Head, above, Goat
Rock, Shell Beach and Stump Beach at Salt Point State Park. The cost of deferred park repairs is $1.3 billion, twice the state parks department’s annual budget.

After funding gaps, officials look to boost revenue for services
By DEREK MOORE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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the parks system in 2012 and to extend the promise
of places that serve as playground, refuge, classroom and museum for up to 75 million visitors a
year.
That future hinges in part on a plan to improve
fee collection statewide. But the Sonoma Coast
is the only place in California where the state is
seeking new fees, advancing an unpopular plan to
impose day-use charges of up to $8 at eight coastal
sites that have always been free.
The infusion of money would help parks offer
more services, protect more land and open new
sites for future generations to enjoy, explained
John Laird, California’s secretary for natural reTURN TO PARKS » PAGE A10

“State parks have been underfunded for years, and for
too long we as a state have run the system on hope.”
STATE SEN. MIKE MCGUIRE, North Coast lawmaker and proponent for finding more money for state parks
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A DAY AT THE BEACH: Maria Dominguez, second from right, and her family head for North
Salmon Creek Beach on Mother’s Day. For her family, time at the beach is an affordable way to slip
away for a day of comfort and peace. Critics say park fees could keep some families from parks.
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t was Mother’s Day, and as she has so many
times in the past, Maria Dominguez had
brought her family to the Sonoma Coast, where
her problems always seem smaller when cast
against the vastness of the ocean.
Dominguez, a divorced mother facing eviction
from her Santa Rosa home because her landlord
wants to sell, gathered her three teenage kids and
made the 45-minute drive to North Salmon Creek
beach, where her family has free access to a wide
swath of sand edging the Pacific just north of
Bodega Bay.
TRIONE-ANNADEL
The popular beach is part
FACING PRESSURES of Sonoma Coast State Park,
which has encompassed
Popular with hikers,
bikers and equestrians, 17 miles of this lightly developed coastline for more than
open space is prime
example of challenges 80 years. It was here, 21 years
facing state parks / A10 ago, that Dominguez, then
just a 17-year-old girl recently arrived from Mexico, first saw the ocean.
“Don’t look,” a boy who’d ridden out to the coast
with her said as they approached the cliff overlooking the beach. Moments later, she opened her eyes.
“Ay, Dios mío,” she said.
Oh, my God.
Generations of county residents and visitors
have been similarly awestruck and enthralled
during visits to the Sonoma Coast and 10 other
state parks, nature reserves and historic sites
within the county.
Now, to sustain California’s parks into the
21st century, state officials say the system needs
an overhaul. The transformation, as outlined by
a panel appointed by Gov. Jerry Brown, is meant
to move past a management scandal that engulfed

NEW YORK — There were
dire warnings for the Boy
Scouts of America a year ago
when the group’s leaders, under intense pressure, voted to
end a long-standing blanket
ban on participation by openly
gay adults. Several of the biggest sponsors of Scout units,
including the Roman Catholic,
Mormon and Southern Baptist churches, were openly dismayed, raising the prospect of
mass defections.
Remarkably, nearly 12 months
after the BSA National Executive Board’s decision, the Boy
Scouts seem more robust than
they have in many years. Youth
membership is on the verge of
stabilizing after a prolonged decline, corporations that halted
donations because of the ban
have resumed their support
and the vast majority of units
affiliated with conservative religious denominations have remained in the fold — still free
to exclude gay adults if that’s in
accordance with their religious
doctrine.
Catholic Bishop Robert Guglielmone of Charleston, South
Carolina, whose duties include
liaising with the National Catholic Committee on Scouting,
says he knows of no instances
where a Catholic unit — there
are more than 7,500 — has taken on an openly gay adult leader since the policy change. Gay
sex and same-sex marriage are
considered violations of church
teaching.
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As NFL teams prepare to
start training camp, Press
Democrat subscribers will
find a preview magazine in
today’s paper. For related
articles, see Sports.
d 1
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